ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
Madras Institute of Technology is one of the premier technical institutions started in the year 1949 by Shri. C. Rajam, an eminent industrialist. The institute was the result of a bold experiment in technical education as it introduced for the first time, totally unconventional Engineering courses such as Aeronautical Engineering, Automobile Engineering, Electronics Engineering and Instrumentation Engineering. It was merged with Anna University in the year 1978.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Information Technology was instituted in the year 2001 with the objective of imparting knowledge in cutting-edge technologies in Information Technology and Computer Sciences. The department is currently headed by Dr. Dhananjay Kumar, an educator and researcher himself. In the footsteps of the former Heads, the incumbent Head is further taking the department to reach newer heights. The department has a team of dynamic, young and dedicated staff, with specialization in wide array of areas. It offers full time and part time courses for both UG and PG. The department receives funds from DST under FIST programme.

LOCATION
Madras Institute of Technology is located in Chrompet, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India and the campus is very close to Chrompet railway station.

ABOUT THE ONLINE-STTP
The Online-STTP is intended to provide opportunity for faculty members affiliated to Anna University to enhance their knowledge in the area of Cyber Security.

COURSE COVERAGE
The following topics will be covered in this online STTP:
- Introduction to Cyber Security
- Cryptocurrency Blockchain Technology
- Cyber Threats in Online Social Network
- Network Protection against Cyber attacks
- Communication Security and Government Initiatives
- Attacks in Wireless Sensor Networks
- Hardware Security
- Security in Databases

ABOUT REGISTRATION
- Number of seats is restricted to 100.
- Selection on first come first serve basis.
- Faculty members affiliated to Anna University alone are eligible to attend this programme.
- Preference will be given to the young faculty based on eligibility criteria.
- Selected candidates will be intimated by e-mail. Confirmation of participation is to be made by email.
- No Registration Fee.

Send the duly filled in Registration forms to the Coordinator(s) by post/courier or register through online.

ONLINE Six Day AICTE-AU STTP
On
Cyber Security: Challenges and Technologies
3rd to 8th January 2022
REGISTRATION FORM
Coordinators
Dr. S. Umamaheswari, Assoc. Prof.
Dr. D. Sangeetha, Asst. Prof.(Sr.Gr.)

Sponsored by
AICTE, NEW DELHI
&
Organized by
Centre for Faculty Development
ANNA UNIVERSITY
CHENNAI

Conducted by
Department of Information Technology,
Madras Institute of Technology campus,
Anna University.
The faculty members can register through online and submit your registration form on or before 28.12.2021

Link for Registration Form
https://forms.gle/kWoFX15w95d1N2hd9

For further details, contact:
The Co-ordinator,
Online Six Day AICTE-AU STTP on Cyber Security: Challenges and Technologies,
Dept. of Information Technology,
MIT Campus,
Anna University,
Chennai – 600 044.
Phone: 044-22516020
Cell:9176613264/9444493377
E-mail: sttpcs22@gmail.com

I hereby declare that all the details furnished by me are true to the best of my knowledge.

Signature of the Applicant

IMPORTANT DATES:
Submission of Application :28-12-21
Intimation of Selection :29-12-21
Confirmation by Participants :30-12-21